Intern Product Sales, Water (m/f)
Job No. 2963948, Ratingen

About us
GE Infrastructure, Water & Process Technologies, a unit of General Electric Company, is an industry leader in solving the world’s most pressing water reuse, industrial, irrigation, municipal, and drinking water needs. Through desalination, advanced membrane, separation solutions, and water reuse and wastewater management and process technologies, GE delivers added value to its customers.

Responsibilities
• Attend basic technical and commercial training
• Obtain knowledge of various water and wastewater related products and their specific/potential application
• Work closely with the Sales and Product Line teams
• Support Sales & Product Line by leading market studies to develop new business opportunities
• Analysing data with excel or various other analysis tools
• Review results and report out findings to European Product Leadership team
• Participation in early talent events, seminars or trainings
• Lead/cooperate assignments identified by the functional leaders
• Mayor focus will be on the following topics, depending on priorities:
  a) Mapping of specific applications of spiral wound membrane elements in selected industries
  b) Market studies regrading industrial end users, market size, competitive landscape etc.
  c) Develop database with up to date information
  d) Analysing results of country specific commercial surveys

Qualifications
• Student in the field of process or environmental engineering or comparable
• Interest in process applications and first experience in market studies
• Proficiency in PowerPoint, Word, Excel and Outlook
• Fluency in English

We look forward to receiving your online application!

For more information and current job openings visit ge.com/careers